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DOES PURCHASING POWER PARITY HOLD IN 
THAILAND? 
Komain liranyakul* alld BaJa Batavia** 
ABSTRAct 
The main objective of this study is to use disaggregale data between 
Th;;ill!nd and ils major trading partners t6 examine the validity of the 
purchasing power parity (PPP), Bilateral exchange rates between domestic 
currency (Thai baht) and each currency of major trading partners us well 
as (he: telati:vcprices during the period ofJuly 1997 \0 December 2()07 arc 
used to investigate the exisrenc.e of stationary Teal c.xctiangc rate~ and 
cointcgrationbetween nOfllinai exchange rilles and relative prices. The 
results from various \lnit rool rests and cointegratiOil leslshow !tiat PPP 
dOes not seem tohoid in Thailand. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Nominal bilateral exchange rates in Thailand have long been fixed 
until Jun~ 1997. Occasional devaluations were observed during the pegged 
exchange rale regime. When a small open ecollomylrie.q to devalue/IS 
currency, its trade balance could be improved. Since the Asian financial·· 
crisis in July of that year, the country has decided to let the exchange rates 
float. As a result, the floating (with some degrees of management) regime 
has created exchange rate fluctuations, which cause uncertainty that al'f eets 
'importers and exporters as well as ihvestors in the Thai financial market. 
'. 	In the short run, exchange rate risk faced by local and foreign economic 
agents could distort economic decision. Bodnar, Dumas, and Marston 
(2002), for example, found that eXChange rate fluctuations imposed a; 
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substantial impact on Lhe pricing behavior of exporting and importing 
enterprises while Niehand Lee (2001 ) found that expected currency v.alues 
could affect both domestic and foreign interest rate, and thus caused the 
present value of finns' assets to change. Therefore, exchange rate changes 
could play a crucial role in its impact on the stock markets. 
The purchasing power parity (PPP) hypothesis asserts that movements 
in thenotninal exchange rate and their respective price levels between two 
countries will adjust overtime to leave a constant relative purchasing power. I 
The relative PPP states that the rate ofdepreciation ofone currency relative 
to another matches the difference in inflation between the two countries. 
The main objective of this study is to investigate the validity ofPPP , ' 
using dlsaggregate data of the €ountry's six major trading partners; namely 
U,S.A., UnitedKjngdom~ Japan, SingaPore, Malaysia, and Indonesia.2 The 
outline Q(the paper. is asfoljows. Section 2 reviews empirical studies related 
''I to PPP.. ll1 seCtion·.3, themeth()dOlogy for. testing the·validity of PPP is
. 
" describerl;Seetioll 4 ~)tesentsthe results, ll.ndSection 5 has the I::onclusionk 
2~ Review of the Literature 
., 
Empirical studies have generally provided incondllSive results on 
the validity ofthePPP hypothesis. In other words,sonle stlldies tend to 
supportPPP whileother~ do not· support it. For exa.mples,BaIassa (1964) 
found the validityof PPP, but Dornbusch (1980) and Frenkel (1981) found 
lioevidence in favor of PPP.3 Hakkio (1984) reexamined the PPPtheory in 
a mu)ripleexchange rate world. Using a time series-j::ross sectional estimation 
procedure, the results showed that PPP was supported in several currencies 
sirimltaneously. The studies on PPPhave been extended to developing 
countries,and the emphasisisalsQ on the difference betWeen highandlow 
infiationcountries. Using a long spim of annual data of real exchange rate 
between the United States and many countries to examine this notion, 
Dornbusch and Vogelsang (1991) found that real exchange rates did not. 
contain a uriit root. This implies that each real ex.change rate is stationary 
I This is the mild version of the PPP hypotheliis (as explained in Dornbusch, 1988). 
2 Germany and the Netherlands are excluded due to a switch from their national currencies 
to Bum currency. 

3 These studieS used the data. from developed countries, 
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over a long period and the results support the mild version or PPP hypothesis. 
However, Perron and Vogelsang (1992) found that the null hypothesis of 
stationarity in the real exchange rlj.te was accepted when a change in mean 
was allowed in univoot test. Their result was contradictory to the evidence 
using the standard Dickey-Fuller test, which rejected the null hypothesis:l 
Papell (1997) investigated long-run PPP by testing for unit root in real 
exchange rate of industrial countries under the floating exchange rate regime. 
The results as a whole supported the PPP. In addition, Cheung and Lai 
(1998) gave the evidence in favor of PPP in the post-Bretton Woods era. 
Holmes (2001) employed unit root test in heterogeneous panel data, and 
found that the evidence was against the PPP hypothesis for most of less 
deveLoped countries. Most recent study by Dame and Hoarau (2007) gave 
no support for PPP in the case of Australia using the American exchange 
rate. 
Besides testing for the null hypothesis ofstationarity for the bilateral 
real.exchange rate or real effective exchange rate to. validate or invalidate 
the PPPhypoihesis,analtematiye test is the test for cointegnltion between 
nominal exchange rate and differept measures Of relative prices between 
the two coumries. Earlier study by McNownand Wallace (1989) using Engle 
andGrangercointegrationtest between bilateral exclumge rate andlelative 
prices showed evidence in favor'of PPP for four higb inflation countries. 
However, empirical evidence on the PPPhypoiliesishased on the results of 
unit root and cointegration tests .is mixed. For example, Conejo and Shie1ds 
{l99J) gave eVIdence in favor of PPP, but Hoque (1995) rejected this 
hypothesis. An empirical investigation by Liu (1992) using Johansen 
maximum likelihood technique for estimating cointegrating vectors proposed 
by Johansen (1988) in ten Latin-American countries gave the e.vidence in 
favor ofthe PPP hypothesis. Similarly. Mahdavi, and Zhou (1994) applied 
the Johansen (1988) technique and found that the I>PP hypothesis is valid 
among bighinflation countries. Huang and Yang (1996) used the reSidual 
baSed test for cointegration and Johansen technique to examine the long­
run PPP. They found that the residual based test tended to reject the long­
run PPP while the other test tended to support it. There arc many studies 
concerning the Asian economies, for example, Fujii (2002) found that the 
results from cointegration test showed that the long-run PPP had remained 
'See Ro~off (l996) (0 understand why the real exchange nte might follow a random 
walk bypothesis, and thus PPP fails to hold. 
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to dictate the exchange rate and price relationship in Korea, the Philippines, 
Singapore, and Thailand, except Indonesia. Barumshah, ct al. (2004) 
investigated the validity of a mild form of PPP by using the data from six 
East-Asia countries, including Thailand, in relation to two major trading 
partners (US.A, and Japan). The results from autoregressive distributed lag 
(ARDL) cointegration procedures showed noevidence supporting PPP before 
the financial crisis, but strong evidence after the crisis was observed. 
Empirical studies concentrate on testing the stationarity property of 
the real exchange rates (mean reversion), and cointegration tests. However, 
the results are still inconclusive as mentioned above. 
3. Methodology 
This section describe~ the framework 9f analysis, data, and the 
methods that are used in the study. 
3.1 Conceptual Framework 




where Rdenotes the bilateral real exchange rate, 
E denotes (he nominal exchange rote (domestic currency/foreign 
currency), 
p* denotes theforeign price level, and 
P denotes the domestic price leveL 
InJhe logarithmic form, equation (1) becomes: 
(2) 
where q, =log(RI ), Sl =log(EJ, P; =log(~·), PI =log(~). 
The nominal exchange rate is the domestic price of foreign currency. 
The foreign and domestic price lcvets are the price indexes, which may be 
© lmematiollaJ JqumaJ ofApplied Ecollomics & ECOllometrics. 2009 
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the consumer price index, the wholesaJe price index, or GOP deflator. If 
the purchasing power parity hypothesis holds, the real exchange rate will 
be a constant. In other words, the PPP hypothesis siates that the real exchange 
rate will revert to a constant mean. Therefore, movements in the real 
\ 
exchange rate can be interpreted as a deviation from PPP. 
In terms of the rate of change, equation (2) can be rewritten as: 
(3) 
Equation (3) shows that if PPP holds, the rate of change of nominal 
exchange rate in a given period will offset inflation differential of the two 
countries in the same period. 
From equation (I), if real exchange rate is constant in the long run, 
the relationship between nominal exchange rate and relative price levels 
should be in the form: 
(4) 
Therefore. log(E, ) ~ log(R,) +10{ ; ). and in regre"ion 
form, the equation .should be specified as: 
logEr =a+fJlogR~ +8, '-(5) 
where R~ ( ;. ) • whi'h i, th' log of th, ",io of dom"rl, to foreign 
price-level. The error term will capture deviations from PPP_ In the case, 
there .should be system~tic co-movements between the two variables in 
equation (5). In otbt;r words, the validity of PPP implies that perfect 
{g Internatiollal Journal ofApplied Economics & Econometrics. 2009 
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international arbitrage is likely to force the nominal exchange rate and the 
price level ratio to move together. 
3.2 Data .. 
\ 
The data used in this study are monthly from July 1997 to December 
2007. Bilateral exchangerates5 are obtained from the Bank ofThailand while 
the price levels are obtained from International Financial Statistics of IMF 
(CD-ROM). The price levels used are PPJ instead of cpr because some 
countries reported CPI only from the capital cities. 
Bilateral real exchange rate between Thai baht and trading partner 
i's currency is definedas (Elf) I P ,where?;' is the producerprice index 
(PP11 iri country i, Ei is the nominal exchange rate between baht and trading 
:j, 	 partner i'scurrency, and P is Thailand's PPI. There are 126 observations 
in this stmiy; 
3.3 Method 
·It 
a. Unit RootTests 
The power of ~he popular unit rool tests is open to question. Many 
researchers posit thatthe failure to reject the null hypothesis ofnonstationarity . 
of the series, including real exchange rate for PPP, might be due to the Ioyv 
power of the tests used inempirical studies. Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) 
and Philips-Perron (PP) tests proposed by Dickey and Fuller (l981) and 
Philips arid Perron (198B) are now well understood since these two tests are 
widely used in the time-serie.$ econometrics. The alternative methods 
proposed by Elliott. eta!. (1996) and Ng and Perron (2001) are believed to 
be more efficient and have higher power of the tests for unit root. 
The test. proposed by Elliott, el. at., (1996) is called Dickey-Fuller 
generalized least squares (DF-GLS) test, which is a unit root test based on a 
5They are the average between buying and sellingrales by cOInrnercial banks in Bangkok 
metropolitan area. 
© International Journal ofApplied Economics & Econometrics. 2009 
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quasi-difference detrending of the series in Qrder to increase the power of, 
Dickey-Fuller test proposed by Dickey and Fuller (1979). According to . 
DF-GLS test, the regression is in the form: 
kAX; =fJOXI~1 + I.fJiM:-; + el (6) 
;=1 
where X,d is the locally detrended series XI . The test is designed to test 
the null hypothesis that the series is non-stationary against the alternative 
hypothesis that the series is stationary.6 
Ng and Perron (NP) test is a modified PP test, which is a non~ 
parametric approach tocorrect the residual autocorrelation. This test is based 
on the specified regression as: 
.t{X;=(0 -1) XI~I +I.k t/J/M. 1(~i + £(1 (7) 
i=1 
The series is defined as the one in equati.on (6), The null hypothesis 
is H 0 : 0 =lor the series is non-stationary. The test statistic IS MZ. and 
MZ,. They also recommend the use of modified information criterion, such 
as modified ArC, to determine the optimal lag length in equation (7). The 
reason is that Ale and SIC tends to select the lag length that is too small for 
unit root tests to. have good size. 
Kwiatkowski et al. (1992) proposed the test with the null hypothesis 
of stationarity around a constant called KPSS test. The regression of this 
test is of the form: 
.... (8) 
(. The test is similar to ADF lest except for the dctrended series in DF·GLS lest is used 
instead of original series. 
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The test statistic is obta.ined from this regression. To obtain robust 
results Caner and Kilian (200 I) suggest the application of DF-GLS and NP 
tests plus KPSS test. 
h. Bounds Testillg jor Cointegration 
If equation (5) is estimated by OLS method, the results will show the 
impact of the right-hand side variable on the dependent variable. The long­
run relationship between bilateral nominal exchange rate and relative price 
levels can be assessed. Time-series econometrics (i.e. Unit root tests and 
cointegration tests) cah be used to determine if there exists the long-run 
relationship between the two variables. 
FollowingPesaran et at (200 1), equation (5) can be rewrittenin the 
autoregressive distributed lag (ARDL) model, which is specified as 
P.q 	 . 
'j




Without Jagged level variables, equation· (9) is a· standard vector 
aUllJregressive (VAR) mod<:L SY'adding the lagged level variables to the 
VAR, the F-statisticcau be computed. Then the computed F-statistic is used 
to test for the joint significance ofthe Jagged level variables. It should be 
noted tl1at the F test in this context is non-standard and has its own new. 
critical Values. Pesaran et at. (2001) provided the upper bound crHical value 
for all 1(1) Ylil'iable, and the lower bound critical value fot all I(O} variables 
in the estimated equation. The advantage of this procedure is that there is 
no need for testing for unit root before estimating the equation since 
integrating properties of the variables are incorporated in calculation of the 
... 	 critical values. The variables in the equation can be 1(0) or I( I) or 
combination of the two. Cointegratioll exists when the computed F-statistic 
is greater than the upper bound critical value. lithe comput~d F-statistic is 
smaller than the lower bound critical value, no cointegration will exist. 
However, \vhen the computed F-statistic takes the value between the upper 
and lower bound critical values, the result is inconclusive. 
(j;'J imemali(}lwl JOllmal ofApplied Economics & £colII)metrics, 2009 
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4. Results 
By vi<;ually inspecting the plots of log real exchange rate series, it 
can be seen llmt all series do not exhibit linear trends. Therefore, the tests 
\ 	
for unit roC1t around a constant should be enough to invest~gate the mean 
reversion in six real bilateral exchange rates. The results are reported in 
Table I. 
Table t. Results of Unit Root Test" of Bilateral Real Exchange Rates 
--Sillgap~~- ·-=i835Tir-T~i.338 0:11=2.805* tl] --:16ii9s~0'393'i9f-j 
" ~~~,%~!!r.L --:iiHr-:i2T51iT! -0.674 [OI-:T43i[Or----I·OA'jfO·i9d .. 
" (BahtiRinggit) ! \ I i 
III doresia ·2586151 I -1969'" [3]' -8.002"'[31 O.674*{9] 
(Bahtll.OOORup !' .. 
.J£h_)__... _.._+____,~__< __.,+.___~__ 
Ctilieal Value -1943 
c_I2..'I"L___,.L.____<~.L..".___-'-~___....__......I<..._ '_'..___<__ L 
Note: The number in bracket is the optimal lag length and band.width. Optimal 
lag length for ADF test is determined by Ale. Modified Ale is used determined. 
the Jag length in DF-GLS and NP tests. The optimal bandwidth is determined for 
PP and KPSS tests. * denotes the 5% level of significance. 
The results of non-stationarity tests on six bilateral real exchange 
rates show that PPP does not hold using the ADF and PP tests since the null 
hypothesis of non-stationary real exchange rate cannot be rejected at the 
5% level of significance. The more powerful tests give somewhat different 
results. TIle DF-GLS and NP tests give the same results as those of the ADF 
and PP tests for the baht per US dollar, British pound. Japanese yen, and 
Malro'sian ringgit. So does the powerful {{PSg test for stationary real 
exchallge rate series. However, PPP seems to hold between Thailand and 
Sin'gapore 3ince the three powerful unit root tests support the stationary 
© International Journal ofApplied Economics & Econometrics. 2009 
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Panners ..__L~~~I. ,_._..
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U.K. -0.919101 .2.$316J: -11921101 
(Baht/Pound) ! 
:-j~;;-;-'---' -0.014 [til '·:n.325-f4T·j'~j4jli2f 
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baht/Singapore donar series. For the bahtIRllpiah series, DF-GLS and NP 
tests show that it is stationary, but the KPSS test rejects the stationary property 
of the series. It can be said that the bahtJRllpiah real exchange rate series is 
stationary because two of the more powerful tests indicate that it is stationary 
, in level. .. 
Based upon the more powerful unit root tests, Le., DF-GLS, NP, and 
KPSS tests, the results show that PPPdoeS not bold for the majority of 
bilateral real exchange rate series, i.e., four out of six real exchange rate 
series have no mean reversion. 
The ARDL model is estimated between Thai bahtJeach currency of 
major trading partners and their relative priceJevels. The AlC criterion is 
used to selectthe optimal number of lags of each first differenced variable 
in equation (9};. By adding lagged level variables to the equation, the 
computed F-statistics are obtained from all six estimated equation. The 
results .are reported in Table 2. 
i­, 
. ... . 
TabJe 2. Bounds Testing for Cointcgration between NOiDfual Bilateral 
. Exchange Rate and Relative Price Levels 
2.758 6,5 	 I 't. =:24_0IO,p~.OOO 
t --<[" -,----~; 
UK 
3240 7,3 	 i 't. =5.27l. p:=O.072 :• Japan 
i 
-.~-.-





Indonesia 6,6 ;.::"=8.029, p:::O_OlS20.005* 
'_~.,_....._____ ..... ,L_______.. _ •. __ •• __-" 
Note: u. From Table CI(iii) Case III of Pesaran, et al. (2001), The upp6r 
bound critical value is 5.13; and the lower bound critical value is 4.94 at the 
5% level. 
b. '" denote significance at the 5% Jevel. 
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The results from Table 2 indicate that there is a long-run relationship 
or cointegration between nominal bilateral exchange rate and relative price 
levels only in the cases of Singapore and Indonesia as major tmdin,g partners 
since the computed F-statistic is greater than the upper bound critical value. 
The results are the same as those of the stationarity tests. It should be noted 
\ 	
that the F-test in this case is sensitive to the lag length of first differenced 
variables in the modeL Even though the Ale criterion deems appropriate, 
serial correlation is ,still present in the cases oflJK and Indonesia. 
, 
5. Conclusion 
This study investigates the validity of the purchasing power parity , 
theory. Monthly data from July 1997 to December 2007 are used. The 
meth<Xls used in this study are (1) unit root tests of bilateral realex.change 
rate Series of Thailand and its major trading partners: U.S.A., United 
Kiflgdem, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, andlnd()nesia; and (2) bounds testing 
for cointegration between bilateral exchange rate and relative price levels. 
The results show that only (wt) out of six cases supportppp;and thus PPP 
'j doesnot~ell1:tohold inThailand. However, it should be noted here that . 
the failureofPPP mightbedue to (I} the size of major trading partners 
compared to that ofThailand, such as U.S.A, and Japan, and (2) the period 
of study might be too short fot testing the validity of PPP theory. By 
cempanng the results of eointegration test in this studyiWith those of 
Barumshah, et al. (2004), the results of this study shows no cointegration 
between the Thai nominal exchange rates in terms ofUS dollar and Japanese 
yeri with their respective price ratios after the Asian crisiswrule those of 
Barumshab et aL showed strong evidence. However, their time span is 60 
months shorter than that of this study' and theif data was up to 2002 and 
included yeaTS for Thailand When it was under pegged exchange rate regime. 
Based on the results ofthis study, the unpredictability ofthe bilateral 
real exchange fates with major trading partners, especially the US andJapan. 
will distort decisions by domestic exporting finns. In the year 2006, the 
.~ 
ceuntry's share of (fxports to the two trading partners accounted fer more 
than 25 percent of oyerall exports. In addition, the lack of co-movements 
between nominal exchange rates and relative prices implies that an 
appreciation .or depreciation in exchange rates will not be offset by a 
© bitemalionalloll11UIio/ Applied Economics & ECOllometrics; 2009 
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matching decline or rise ill relative prices. This might create uncertainty for 
firms in the foreign sector and foreign investprs in the financial market. 
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